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AUTHOR'S NOTE

"A Note on Being a Commodity Registered Representative" is a July 1973 letter that
got out of hand. A friend who was working for a branch office of a commission
house in a clerical capacity asked what I thought about becoming a registered
representative, what the job entailed, and how to function as an RR. The note
drew on many discussions with commission houses, registered representatives, and
involvement in disputes between houses and commission house customers. It
was written to be used by students who were job hunting, for operating RRs, and
for commission houses.
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A NOTE ON BEING A COMMODITY REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE

The largest employment area in the field of commodity futures trading is with
commission houses. There is a lot of money spent on commissions; in fact, a
strikingly large share of the money that changes hands goes to pay commissions.
The commission house industry is, itself, large.
There is an assortment of types of jobs available with commission houses. We
can appropriately think in terms of three major categories: (1) the mechanics of communication, order placement, and execution; (2) the confirmation, accounting,
and margin accounting functions; and (3) the functions relating to securing and servicing of clients. This third group of people includes those in price research, preparation of market letters, assembly and communication of current market information, monitoring of client success/failure, prospecting and development of new
clients, and servicing client accounts. The activities of registered representatives
fall in the third category.
The job of being a registered representative (RR) has substantial appeal. The income
possibilities are excellent; with performance at quite ordinary levels, the job pays
competitively. But earnings are quite closely correlated with success. A highly
successful RR has a very high earnings potential. Second, the job is participatory.
Clients succeed and fail in varying degrees in attaining their commodity trading
objectives. The RR affects the success/failure of his clients and vicariously succeeds
and fails with them. A job well done is rewarding in ways other than income.
Third, being an RR is good training for becoming a commodity trader. It is a way
to make enough money to start trading, to get a firsthand look at both successes
and failures, to evaluate systems of trading, to explore pitfalls, and to develop a
method of operation. One can be both an RR and a trader. The job can support
living costs and provide a flow of information and analysis while trading capital
and method are being developed. Trading is not for everyone, so that a career as an
RR is a thing in itself, but trading is for a lot of people and combines well with the
business of being an RR for some people and can, for a limited number, lead to
full-time trading. Fourth, experience as an RR can lead to the management of an
office of a commission firm and higher management positions. It can also lead to
commodity trading and inventory management positions with commercial firms.
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COMMISSION HOUSE STRUCTURE

The commission house industry is highly diversified. There is a wide range of
kinds of firms in the commodity commission business. Some classification is
useful for illustrative purposes. One, there are national wire houses with numerous offices whose primary business is in securities. Some of these have a major
emphasis on commodities, others only an incidental emphasis—or as a convenience to customer interest.
Two, there are commodity houses, some of which become large enough to enter
the securities business. Some are tied fairly closely to a single market, as is the
Chicago Board of Trade or the New York Mercantile Exchange. As they grow and
develop, they pick up working arrangements with other exchanges and, if they
are successful enough, become clearing members of several or all exchanges. In the
main, these firms have developed from partnerships formed by commodity traders
who go into the commission business as a greater or lesser adjunct to their trading activities. These firms have a wide range in size and a wide range in emphasis
on nonmember commission business as compared to their own or member business. Some mainly clear trade for members, including members with floor rates;
some clear mainly for themselves; and some put major emphasis on nonmember
business.
Three, there are commercial houses which are engaged primarily in cash commodity trading and processing business such as flour milling, corn processing,
and meat packing. In the interest of reducing their own trading costs, they become
members of one or more exchanges, and then (if they are large enough) clearing
members. It is but a short step to qualifying to handle customer business. Some
handle customer business as a convenience to people with whom they do cash
business (as processors handling commission business for country elevators) and
for friends and relations. Some of these firms do very little customer business,
but for others the business becomes sufficiently large to warrant major attentionsome form subsidiaries and go into the commission business in a major way as operationally independent firms. One leading example is ContiCommodities, a subsidiary of Continental Grain Company.
This broad range of kinds of firms and their histories results in a wide range of
methods of operation, terms of employment of RRs, and support and supervision
of RRs. A few RRs are salaried employees of commission houses. More are salaried
employees with bonus arrangements. Some are paid for performing jobs (research,
accounting, preparation of promotional material, etc.) and earn commissions on
commissions they generate. Many RRs are on a straight production basis, some with
a drawing account and some with a minimum guarantee. While there is a wide variety, there is, throughout the industry, a very heavy emphasis on payment for
production.
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A look at the sharing of commissions is useful. Almost from the beginning,
exchanges have had rules establishing the minimum commissions houses must
charge members and nonmembers and rules prescribing, in part, the way commissions are divided among functions. While some firms are fully integrated and
perform all functions, there are enough firms and individuals specializing in the
separate functions that a stylized description of the sharing can be made. Typically, an RR paid on a production basis gets one-third of the commissions he generates. Some clearing members work through independent agents on a fully disclosed basis, and others have branch offices in various cities which are essentially
independent agents. These agents and branch offices get (typically) 45 percent of
the commission from which the RR share is subtracted; thus, a net of 11 percent.
Sometimes the accounts of firms are consolidated and traded on an omnibus basis.
The nonclearing omnibus house typically gets 55 percent from which it pays the
RRs. On the other end of the line, brokerage is 10 percent of the round-turn commission. Thus, the sharing of a usual thirty-dollar round-turn, nonmember commission is as follows:
Registered representative
Agent function
Omnibus function
Clearing and execution function
Brokerage

$10.00
3.50
3.00
10.50
3.00

It should be kept in mind that there is a wide variation of arrangements among firms
and some range within firms.
Minimum commission rules have run into legal difficulties both under antitrust
law and from class-action suits. At this time, the antitrust problems are pending
but class action suits have apparently been settled. A formula has been worked out
for a gradual phase-out of minimum commission rules over a four-and-one-halfyear period, at which time they will be fully competitive. It is not clear what the
impact of this change will be. One probable result is that commissions will be
increased for small accounts and traders and decreased for large. A reasonable
guess is that the payment for the RR, agent, and omnibus functions will be little
altered. There is currently ease of entry, and people and firms come and go. This
suggests a competitive balance which will probably not be disturbed in the total
amount of earnings. There will be changes in rates and sharing, but the income
opportunities for RRs and agents will probably remain much as they currently
are.
Because of the diversity of the industry, being an RR is a different thing from firm
to firm,- yet there is a centrality. In the main, a client is a client of an RR rather than
of a firm. Some clients want only execution and accounting service, but most
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people expect a great deal more and have their first allegiance to an RR. RRs move
about from firm to firm as they can make better deals, and, in large measure, they
take their customers with them.
OBLIGATION OF THE HOUSE AND AGENT

The branch office or agent office is the place the RR works. He is furnished with
certain tools and services. Who works for whom in this situation is an interesting
question to ponder. The RR is hired by the house and usually, in a technical sense,
is an employee. Policy and details of operation are specified by the house or agent.
But the RR originates the business from which the income of the agent and house
flows. The operation takes on aspects of a partnership arrangement.
Some of the working arrangements are as follows:
1. The branch office and house furnish office space, price quotation system, often
a display board, and a communications system. The RRs have a say in the prices
which are displayed on the board, as no board can contain the whole of the commodity world. Most typically the agent and house pay for communications with
the central office and with clients; telephone bills are quite large and a poor place
to economize. By paying the bills, the house encourages RRs to hustle for business.
2. Execution, reporting, and accounting are commission house functions that are
especially important to RRs. They must be able to get orders into the pits and
reports back with utmost speed. How much real difference there is in quality of execution among houses and brokers is not known; the differences are probably
smaller than they seem to the RRs and clients. In addition to possessing execution
skill and speed, the house should be able to "read" the pit and make an estimate
of the prices at which various quantities can be traded. This is useful to the RR in
advising clients in order placement and is good for RR-client relations whether or
not it is useful.
The accounting system is important to the RR in his supervision of the accounts
of clients. All orders and executions are confirmed in "writing" overnight. In
addition, account sales statements usually include not only debits, credits, and balances, but also the value of open positions and account values as well. Some printouts also include margin requirements and unobligated balances. The more nearly
complete this information is, the better the RR can counsel the client about the
client's progress and suggest trades.
Not only is it useful that the information should be complete,- it should also be fast
and fairly frequent. Some houses render account status reports monthly, while
others report weekly. For large, active accounts, daily reporting is not unusual.
There are quite enough errors and disputes arising out of a day's trading as the
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result of (mostly) telephone communication between RR and client and between
RR and central office without letting those errors and disputes drag on. The RR and,
to the extent possible, the client, should have written confirmation and account
status reports in hand before the opening of the next day's trading. This helps
keep disputes at minimum levels.
3. Account supervision is a joint responsibility of the house and the RR. Some
houses have "know your customer" rules and place limits on the size of positions and losses individual clients may take. Others leave this to the RR, and still
others to the client him/herself. The effectiveness and desirability of "know your
customer" rules and measures for the protection of clients is uncertain. The practice of selectivity of customers and limiting losses certainly reduces the incident
of legal action by clients. Losers often claim they have been defrauded and sue or
complain to exchanges. And there are many instances where accounts are poorly
handled, so that losses are greater than the client can afford or should be permitted. Also, clients are allowed to put back profits when closer supervision would prevent some of the losses that inevitably follow a winning streak.
Rules can be too rigid in their application to all clients alike. As will be developed, client accounts are highly individual in their purpose and trading. The ultimate responsibility must rest with the chent him/herself, but both have important
roles to play in account supervision. The area of client-RR-house relationships is
delicate and needs to be spelled out.
4. Debit balances, their prevention and collection, is a troublesome concern. Under
the margin rules of exchanges, these can occur only very rarely, for example, when
prices make limit moves for close to open, usually for more than one day, and it
is impossible to close existing positions. But rules are bent and there are lags in getting margin calls made, and "reasonable" times are allowed for customers to post
additional margin. Many clients do not like to be forced out of markets and procrastinate about either closing positions or putting up additional money. RRs and
houses are reluctant to risk the loss of a client by either forcing liquidation or
demanding money in hand. Further, a client occasionally defrauds a house deliberately by managing to get opposite positions (one long and the other short) in
different houses and underfinancing both trades. If it works, he takes the profit and
refuses to pay the debit. And there are other ways. It seems unlikely, but it has happened. So debit balances do occur, and their incidence and collection constitute a
problem in the RR-house relationship.
One method of preventing debit balances is one of automatic liquidation when a
client is close to a debit balance, regardless of the status of margin calls. A computerized accounting system can be set so that the point at which a debit balance
will occur as the result of a given adverse price change can be determined in
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advance of each day's open and execution orders written. If such a policy is arrived
at, its enforcement becomes a responsibility of the house.
Because the client's written agreement is with the house, the collection of debits
by legal process is a responsibility of the house. Most of such proceedings are settled out of court at less than the full amount, partly to reduce risk, partly to save
legal costs, and partly because of adverse publicity. In addition, because the house
operates the accounting system and margin calls, it is, at least in part, responsible
for the occurrence of debit balances.
The RR also has a responsibility for debit balances. Only a mishandled account
lands in a debit position, and the RR not merely wants, but necessarily has, discretion in handling clients. Responsibility for debits is a part of the independent
entrepreneur nature of the RR position.
What all of this seems to say is that losses should be shared by RR, agent, and
house. The logic of the matter suggests that the proportionate shares should vary
among and perhaps within houses. It is a gray area in commission house operation
that needs to be spelled out more completely than it has been.
5. The house responsibility in providing research in prices and sales tools is another
matter varying highly from house to house. Some houses, the large ones in particular, have substantial research staffs which develop forecasts of prices and
make position recommendations. This includes the publication of weekly market
letters and, often, daily wire advice to branch offices. Often such houses are quite
firm in telling RRs that "this and only this will go to clients."
At the other extreme, some houses, particularly those who operate through agents
rather than through branch offices, furnish virtually no market information. There
are all gradations in between.
It is important that RRs be knowledgeable about commodity price behavior and
the current supply-demand-price situation. It is not necessary that they have market opinions about all things at all times, but it is necessary that they know current facts, recognize danger signals, and be able to appraise trades clients suggest.
It is highly desirable that they have in mind possible trades which are adapted to
the needs of individual clients. If they haven't any possibilities to suggest, clients
will be inactive or go to another RR; in either case, commissions are lost.
To be so knowledgeable is a tall order. There are many commodities traded, and
no one can have much expertise in all of them. There is something lacking when
an RR simply reads off the house opinion. To sell well, he must be genuinely
knowledgeable. This tends to suggest a division of labor among RRs in one office
and with clients. There are groups of commodities that are reasonably self-contained
and interrelated, such as the grains, livestock, oilseeds, metals, import foods, and
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so on. Oftentimes, individual RRs become and remain quite well versed in one of
these groups. Specialization and sharing of knowledge is one approach to the problem. In addition, every office needs a technician to fly danger signals and to furnish
conversation for other RRs to their clients.
The coordination of research and opinion development is a house and agent responsibility.
6. The development of new clients is an ongoing necessity to the success of both
RR and house. There is a high rate of client turnover. Some come into commodity trading, lose money, and leave. Many more people try a while and leave than
remain commodity traders for a long period of time. And the stayers are pretty
mobile; they move from house to house frequently, particularly as they lose
money. Some people maintain accounts in more than one house.
Finding new prospects is a problem. While there are many commodity traders
who come from all walks of life, not a very high proportion of the total population
either trades or should trade commodities. The identification of commercial
prospects is relatively simple. Every commercial producer, warehouser, processor, and so on is a prospective user of futures markets. The RR goes to where they
are, usually with house financing—to cattle markets, grain conventions, their
places of business.
The identification of prospective commodity speculators is more difficult. One
group is the security customers of wire houses. But security sellers are reluctant
to let them go, so it takes strong action by the commodity house.
One method is newspaper advertising. Coupons to fill out and send in for a sample
of a market letter or special situation study are placed on commodity pages of
local newspapers. These are prospects which can be followed up with telephone
calls and personal visits. But not many newspapers have good commodity coverage, and the people who read commodity pages are usually already traders.
Another is to offer commodity seminars which include free dinners or cocktail parties. These are usually far from resounding successes. Or some news stories are
written regarding commodity situations that tie back to a house and include a
telephone number.
The point of this is not to outline methods but rather to point out that the house
and agent have a place in developing prospect lists.
WHAT IS A REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE?

Having established the working parameters of an RR, it seems worthwhile to
form a concept of what one is. There are three other names in general use. One is
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"broker," which is a spinoff from security terminology. A broker, an RR is not. A
commodity broker executes orders in pits.
Another name is "salesman" which is an accurate description of what many RRs
are. They sell people on commodity trading and stimulate them to trade actively
after they open accounts. Behind this term is the somewhat cynical view that
most people who trade commodities lose money, and the name of the game is
continually to find new traders and get them to trade actively, taking small losses,
and eventually leaving their money with the house in the form of commissions.
Such sales work is a part of the job, but it is not the whole of it and is the most dismal part. An RR needs to be part hustler, but he will not succeed if he is too much
of one or if he is nothing else.
The third name is "account executive," which should be construed as meaning
financial or trading counselor. In this context the RR is in the business of considering the investment, inventory management, and pricing problems of people
who have surplus funds and people who are engaged in the commodity trades.
Here, being an RR is a service job for which one is paid for helping clients solve problems. It is analogous to being a trust officer of a bank, implying a physician-patient
or a lawyer-client relationship. In a sales sense it is emphasis on repeat sales and
word-of-mouth or reputation advertising.
Looked at realistically, an RR is part salesman and part counselor. He must strike
an appropriate balance to be successful, and he has significant ethical problems in
arriving at a method of operation.
KINDS OF CLIENTS

There is a substantial amount of specialization within the general field of registered
representative. It appears that the more successful RRs specialize to some extent.
The major division is between commercial and speculator accounts.
It is generally accepted that a business based on commercial accounts is both
more stable and more lucrative than the other. For the averages this may be so, but
averages can be quite concealing. Commercial specialization has limitations. The
strictly commercial use of futures is fairly small in relation to the value of cash commodity handled, and many commercial firms are quite small. Furthermore, the
larger commercial firms tend to find ways to greatly reduce or nearly eliminate commission costs by becoming members or clearing members of exchanges. A farmer
who produces and sells 50,000 bushels of wheat or 300 head of cattle is probably
going beyond the use of futures in a strictly commercial sense if he trades more than
100,000 bushels of wheat or 600 head of cattle per year. It would take a lot of
farmer clients for an RR to make a living at existing commission rates. The fact is
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that RRs who put major emphasis on farmer customers make money from them
as speculators rather than as farmers.
The handling of commercial accounts requires specialization by kind of firm and
by commodity group. One kind of specialization is in country elevators that are
merchants and warehousers. The RR must understand the merchandising and
warehousing business in general and must know the operational problems of each
of his clients. He must be a careful and continual student of price relationships, and
cannot handle very many clients and still do an adequate job for each.
The road to becoming a commercially specialized RR is to develop a high level of
knowledge about one group of commodities handled by one class of firms. This
knowledge must relate to the cash commodity trading, production, storage, processing, and distribution, and must include a thorough grasp of price relationships,
both cash and future, and their changes. Then one must find a limited number
of firms, each of which is large enough to generate sufficient commission business
to make the special attention worthwhile.
The great redeeming thing about commercial accounts is that they speculate. It
seems almost universal that good cash traders find some amount of speculation irresistible. The key consideration for the RR is to get the trader to recognize the difference between speculation and the use of futures in connection with business.
This speculative business is good business. These people tend to trade in fairly
large units, to be constantly in touch with markets and actively trading, and to be
sufficiently knowledgeable as to have a good chance of speculating successfully.
To the extent that they come out ahead, they keep at it and grow, and this is the
best of all worlds for the RR.
In a realistic contemplation of the field, it must be recognized that the bulk of
trading is done by speculators, and, hence, the bulk of commissions is generated
by this group. Also, rather long experience and study are required before an adequate
volume of commercial business can be generated. A beginning RR should think in
terms of handling speculative business first and then seeing if he can or wants to
develop a commercial specialization. Go where the numbers and the money are.
HANDLING SPECULATOR ACCOUNTS

There are two extreme ends to the theory of handling speculative accounts. One
says that because speculators inevitably lose money, the first emphasis should
be placed on sales; get new accounts to replace the losers and keep them trading.
The other says that they are born losers, and the way to go is to tell them what to
do, make money for them; they will trade bigger and pay more commissions. The
emphasis is on chent success. There is doubtless a more meaningful center ground.
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Three facts form something of a framework. First, finding new clients in large
numbers as a rapid turnover implies is a difficult task. It is also the kind of sales
task that is not the "cup of tea" of the kind of people who make good RRs in the
account executive sense. Second, a majority of the people who try commodity
speculation fail and go away quickly. Perhaps the failure rate can be reduced, but
we must be skeptical that it can be reduced very much, given people's natural
inclinations and the fact that the clearinghouse breaks even and commissions
take a lot of money out of the game. Third, many people persist in commodity
trading over long periods of time. Some of these are losers but incurable optimists.
If losses are at not very painful levels and there is an occasional taste of winning
with the vision of the big win that could have been "if only I had," they stick
around. Trading is exciting and an ego trip ; people get hooked. And they may be
right. I once had an army corporal who allotted nearly all of his money home and
took the rest into the monthly crap game and lost it. This went on for a couple of
years, and I chided him for it. But finally he hit it big and sent all of the money home
to buy the filling station at which he had pumped gas before the war.
More important, there are successful commodity speculators. There are people
who trade consistently, win year in and year out, and sometimes accumulate and
leave enough money to eventually trade on a substantial scale.
With these thoughts in mind, the RR must take a hard look at a new chent and form
a judgment about whether that chent is a winner or a loser. If he is a winner, he gets
long-term careful treatment as an investment in future earnings. If he is a loser, the
game is to keep him from gross losses that put money into the clearinghouse and
absorb his money in commissions.
But the matter is not all that black or white. Potential success or failure is not
easy to judge. Firm evaluations cannot be made until after the trader has been on
the track a while to see how receptive he is to trade possibilities, how subtle in his
thinking, how hard he is willing to work, how he responds to both adversity and
gains. The RR must keep two things in mind: a lot of clients are going to lose and
leave, and he must insulate himself from letting this get to him, and some are
going to succeed and be his meal tickets for the future.
The key consideration in handling clients is adaptability to the needs of individuals. They are all different in knowledge, skill, willingness to work, psychological
makeup, and objectives. There is no single method of operation which is suited to
all clients.
An RR who is best for one chent may not be the best person to handle the account
of another. The more adaptable an RR to the diversity of clients who come his
way, the larger business he can build. This is where "know your customer" really
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comes into play. There cannot be hard-and-fast rules. The RR must not only know
how much money the client has and how much he can reasonably afford to lose,
but must also know his objectives in trading, how painful it is for him to lose
and, conversely, how much pleasure he gets from winning, how bold he is, how
much he wants to lead or to follow.
One of the most difficult areas of the RR-client relationship is the extent to which
the RR influences the action of the client. Again, there are two extremes. On the
one hand is the information-supplying order taker. He keeps abreast of the flow of
information, tells the client what the house thinks if it has opinions, clams up
completely when the client asks for any sort of personal opinion, and places orders
at the direction of the client. An RR who follows this approach develops tendencies to find out the ideas of the client and reinforce them. If, by subtle inquiry or
careful hstening, he thinks the chent wants, e.g., to buy corn, he feeds him the bullish case.
On the other hand is the handling of managed accounts. Some houses accept
accounts for management and take full responsibility for them. The client is a
spectator. Some RRs do essentially the same thing, either with formal management
agreements or with informal understandings. In the main these are RRs who also
trade for their own accounts. Observation of trading records indicates that the
clients of a given RR generally trade as the RR trades and succeed or fail likewise.
In addition, these houses usually hold relatively firm opinions about prices. The
accuracy of house decisions seems to run in streaks, good and bad. Usually, as
the house goes, so go the RRs and the customers. When the RRs differ from the
house, the customer tends to follow the RR.
If the RR is all that good, why does he bother with clients? It may be that he is using
commissions while building up trading capital or using them for income so that
there is not the pressure for earnings from trading. Further, some people are pretty
good market analysts when they do not have a position but lose poise under the
pressure of gains and losses.
There are all gradations between the extreme methods of client management.
Two rules seem to be almost universally applicable. First, the final decisions
should be made by the client. This includes most importantly the placement of
orders. Disputes arise about orders and their placement; a rather large proportion
of these relate to substantial independence of an RR based on generalized instruction by a client. Much of this is because clients are not always in touch with markets and with RRs. Every conceivable contingency can be covered by a contingent order. No matter what general conversation goes on and what plans are
discussed between RR and client, actual trades should be made by written orders;
noted down from telephone conversation, yes, but read back as an order.
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Second, the RR should always monitor client behavior in terms of adverse possibilities. There are standard errors speculators make, such as being too quick to
take profits or too slow to accept losses, trading for the sake of trading and taking
positions with risks too great in relation to profit potential, and getting too confident
and trading too big following a run of successes. Speculators fail to form complete game plans or to follow the game plans they work out. The RR must watch
chent behavior for mistakes and point them out, must help the client to maintain
his poise. There is a tomorrow, and tomorrow the client will want to trade and the
RR will want him to pay commissions.
NUMBER OF CLIENTS

In considering the number of clients an RR should aim for, there is, again, no single answer. The amount of time an RR has is finite. The amount of time required
per client is highly variable and is not closely related to the amount of trading
done or commissions paid. Some small accounts are valuable because they take little time. Others are not worth their cost in time even though they trade in fair volume. There is also the future to think about; an account which has promise of
lasting and growing is worth more time per dollar of commission than an account
with little promise.
The key to the earnings of an RR is the amount of money managed. The RR can
well establish his own income goals and work from there. There are no published
studies of the commissions paid per dollar of account value. An RR should look at
the accounts of a house and relate account value to commissions paid. Doubtless, this varies widely among customers, some being long-term position traders
and others short-term, even day-traders. The ratio probably also varies with the
degree of traders' success, some trading too little and others too much. A look at
a very few accounts suggests that conservatively traded position-type accounts
pay on the order of 25 percent of the average account value per year in commissions.
The industry average is probably greater. If the RR gets one-third of the commissions generated, then there is a twelve-to-one ratio of money managed to RR
income. If the RR's income goal is $25,000, accounts with an average value of
$300,000 are required. The best of all possible worlds is to have a fairly small
number of accounts of fair size operated for fairly conservative returns. Operating for conservative returns involves small risks and the likelihood of greater
longevity.
There are two sources of money to manage: new accounts and earnings of existing accounts. New accounts tend to be small; a new client may have quite a lot of
money and thus be a potentially valuable account but is apt to try the commodity trading game on a small scale. In more cases, a client has but little riskable
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money and great aspirations. This combination is one main reason why such a
high percentage lose money and go away. An emphasis on sales and the chewing
up of clients' money in commissions is not a very appealing way to go.
It would be interesting to know how much of the money successful RRs supervise
has been accumulated out of earnings. It is probably a pretty large share. The
game is to find new clients, help as many of them as possible grow to respectable
size, and then get them to trade conservatively. A client who starts with $5,000,
runs it to $30,000, and then tries to make $5,000 per year from it should be good
for a regular flow of commissions for a long period of time. It is not so much how
many new sales can be made that counts but how many new sales can be turned
into long-run business. It thus seems that the RR should establish an objective of
developing a fairly small group of successful and consistent traders. That the average speculator loses money is not all that meaningful. Some make money, and
those are the ones for whom the RR is looking.
CLIENT SUCCESS

From all of the foregoing, it appears clear that the success of the RR is closely
associated with the success of the RR's clients. It would seem, then, that the objective of the RR is to make his clients successful. But, again, it is not that simple. What
makes traders succeed or fail is not known; many of the reasons for failure have
been identified, but why some people succeed is not as clear. We also know that
many people can be successful RRs and yet unsuccessful traders. To some extent,
winning traders are born, not made. No football coach can be a success if he hasn't
got the horses; hence the emphasis on recruiting. But coaching is also important,
and a first rule of coaching is to identify and exploit the natural talent of the athlete.
How can RRs teach clients to be successful? The textbook on coaching has not been
written, and I am certainly not qualified to write it. But certain things seem to
stand out. First, the trader must play his own game. He must select his trades
and place his orders and assume responsibihty for the results. (This is not without
exception. An RR who has estabhshed himself as a successful speculator can reasonably take client money and trade it as he does his own, but in such cases he is
not really an RR as the concept is used here.) There are two outstanding reasons
the trader must play his own game. Each trader is different, with different objectives and talents. More important, commodity speculation is both an investment
and an avocation. One aim is to make money but another is to win a game and
commodity trading is a participatory rather than a spectator sport.
Second, the essence of the game is to make money, and the measure of success is
the return on money invested. Each trader should be made to understand that he
is trading money first and commodities second. A trader who puts $5,000 into an
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account and in twelve months builds it up to $7,500 has made 50 percent on his
investment and has accomplished quite the same thing as a trader who puts ten
times as much in an account and builds it up to $75,000. When the client evaluates a prospective trade, he should think, "I am putting X percentage of my available funds into the trade at the risk of losing Y amount in the expectation of gaining Z amount. I like the odds and think this is the best way to use the available
money. If the trade goes bad, I will not have lost so much of my capital as to seriously impair my trading in the future." He should think first about the money
he is using, second about the risks he is taking, and third about the money he
may make.
Before he opens an account, the prospective trader should review his financial
situation to decide how much money he should put into the commodity game. This
is a standard review of income and its regularity and certainty, liquid earnings
for emergencies, life insurance, long-term investments for education and in livinghome mortgages, payments on household goods: a retirement program, savings,
securities, real estate, and so on. The standard review of this tends to yield the
conclusion that when living expenses, liquid savings, life insurance, and home
mortgage requirements are met and there is money left over, some of it can reasonably be risked in commodities.
This is not the correct kind of review for everyone. If an individual has all of these
things, why bother trading? A contrasting view is that the commodity markets are
things to take money out of rather than things to put money into. They can be the
sources of funds to back home mortgages, retirement programs, and the like. If a
trader has what it takes, he will make enough money to trade in substantial volume, and if he does not, he will lose what he puts in, so it should be kept fairly
small. "Fairly small" is highly variable among individuals. It should be an amount
sufficiently large to keep the attention of the trader and to hurt if it is lost so he takes
the matter seriously. But it is important that the amount of money be one that the
trader can trade with poise.
One great fault of traders is in letting losses run, and one defense is to keep the funds
in the account small enough to cover only margin requirements plus room for
small losses. Thus, one is forced to face one's losses and make decisions. But as a
general proposition, traders are probably best off if they make fixed investments
and are resolved to neither add to nor subtract from them for a protracted period.
The question of meeting margin calls always comes up in discussions of how to
speculate. A common rule is "never meet a margin call but cut losses." A better
rule is "never get a margin call." The trader should know his margin and loss situation and remain in charge by acting ahead of the house.
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At the cost of being redundant, we should again observe that traders trade money,
not commodities. They should think in terms of increases and decreases in the
account value, not in cents per bushel gain or loss on a corn position. A large gain
per bushel is not meaningful if it is on a small position relative to the account
value; a small profit on a large position is much more meaningful. Every trader is
going to win some and lose some. If losses are on small positions and profits on
large, he will probably be a winner on balance. The client should be encouraged to
count his money frequently and evaluate its use. The count must include both the
credit balance and the current position value. Most house account sales statements include this information so that the RR, from his copy, can keep close
touch of the account progress. A good rule is that a client should count his money
every day and make a formal record of it for long-term review each week.
One important facet of opening a new account is to establish the chent's objectives.
This seems an obvious thing but appears to be done but infrequently. Prospective clients sometimes have ideas about a specific commodity and want to know
the margin requirement, or have heard of someone who has made a lot of money
and want to know what to buy. Rarely do they think in an investment context
or take a long-term view. The result is that they tend to trade frantically and
greedily, and lose more.
If one asks a trader how much return he expects to make on commodity investment
money, the answer often indicates that the trader hasn't thought about it. On
being pressed, he is apt to be reluctant to answer in terms of more than 20 percent.
But experienced RRs say that clients trade as if they are trying to make 800 or
1,000 percent a year.
A chent should be forced to think through carefully what he is trying to accomplish
If his goal is to play an exciting game without too great a cost, it is one thing, but
if he wants to build a small sum into a large, he must recognize that he will be running a large risk of losing his investment. If he is attempting to make substantial
returns on investment—say 25 to 50 percent—he will be running smaller risks. If
a client establishes an objective in terms of return on money, he will do a better
job of appraising positions and will be less greedy,- both results will enhance his
chances of success.
Frequently, RRs are asked by clients what should be done about a given position.
The typical RR asks, "At what price did you get in?" This is a mistake. The client
is in at the current price, and the gains or losses to date are not germane to the decision. Plenty of additional money is lost by people trying to get out even.
How many and what commodities should a client trade? Again, there is no single
answer. Some people trade a large number of commodities and succeed, and others
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limit trading to one or a few and succeed. It is important that a trader have confidence in his market judgments. He can be confident only if he knows something
about the commodity he is trading and has reasons of his own to expect the price
to go up or down. These may be based on technical chart information or house opinion so that he can hold opinions about a lot of commodities. But such opinions can
be held only tenuously. Fairly complete knowledge of a commodity, its price history, and its price behavior would seem essential to developing a high level of
confidence in position taking. This suggests a limited number of commodities, probably within a commodity group, i.e., feed grains, oilseeds, livestock, metals, etc.
Observations of trading patterns and market cross-section studies suggest that
traders tend to stay within commodity groups and that the geography of speculative interest is related to the geography of the crop production. The geographic
concentrations are decreasing with time but remain.
In the matter of the number of commodities traded, an effective compromise is a
willingness to take small positions in a variety of commodities but to limit large
positions to one or a few the trader knows best. It is difficult for most traders to stay
out of markets; they have a compulsion to have something going. This argues for
the suggested compromise. It is also quite good for the generation of commissions, which is the name of the game.
A key factor in assisting clients to come out on top is the prevention of mistakes.
This puts the RR in the position of monitor, often forcing him to discourage trading and thus act against his own short-term interest. One of the hardest things
to do is to get clients to take losses soon enough, to recognize mistakes before
the mistakes impair capital. One method is to have a careful plan, including a
line of retreat. If a chent agrees before the position is taken that he will cut his losses
at point P or decide that he is wrong if the upcoming crop estimate or stock report
deviates from amount Q, he is much easier to handle. The RR tends to get his
vanity involved too. If he has suggested or agreed to a position, he may encourage
the client to stay when the latter should get out. Clients hate to lose money, and
forcing them to take losses may cost the RR a client. Also, there is the danger
that the point of advising the chent to take a loss on a long position may be the low
point of the market. Here, again, the concept of money management is useful. It
is possible to say to a client, "We got out at just the wrong time, but even so we
traded smart." And it is true, too.
Clients tend to find profits irresistible, saying such things as, "Shouldn't we sell
now, taking a profit, and buy the reaction that is bound to follow?" To say no is to
turn down a commission, but it may also cost the client the bulk of a major move.
Here, an appraisal of the temperament of the client is important. If he can be
pulled back in if a further rise takes place, for instance, instead of the expected
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reaction, it may be well to let him get out; if not, he should be discouraged. Here
again, carefully articulated advance plans are important.
Clients over-trade. They get hooked on trading and find it very difficult to be out
of markets. They see major moves in which they have not participated and think
of all the money they might have made. The RR must accent the positive. If a
client has doubled his money in six months, what is the difference if he might
have quadrupled it? If a trader cashed in to the maximum in every market, he
would soon have all the money in the game. Progress toward modest and reasonable objectives is a good preventive for overtrading.
Clients also become overconfident. They make a few good trades, get well ahead
of the game, and take questionable positions that are too large. Some professional
traders scale down the size of their position after a successful run because they know
they tend to put it back. Clients need to be told to rest and enjoy victory for a
while before seeking new worlds to conquer.
All of this seems to put the RR into a negative, scolding role and makes him quite
vulnerable to being wrong. But it is an important part of his job. Probably the best
approach is to ask plenty of questions. These best take the form of, what are your
plans? Is this consistent with your plan? Why do you think that? Haven't you
lost a dangerously large amount of money? What are you going to do if... ? He can
also remind the chent of the facts about production and use, upcoming relevant critical reports, price history, and market opinion. The purpose of all this is to force
the client to manage his own account.
O N GENERATING COMMISSIONS

RRs must keep accounts active and commissions flowing in, but they must not do
this at the expense of costing clients too much money,- keeping accounts active is
good, but losing them is bad. The RR must be forever throwing up danger signals
but must also make some money. Relatively few clients will be happy unless
they are active. From these things it follows that the RR needs to offer position suggestions which have good possibilities or at least carry small risks. These can be
developed by the RR himself, from house suggestions, from discussions with fellow RRs, and from clients. The RR needs to know individual clients sufficiently
well and keep close enough track of individual accounts to develop a sense of
when to respond favorably to a client suggestion and when to call a client with a
suggestion or to simply discuss the market situation.
Clients should be asked for opinions. For example, if a client has a record of success as a belly trader, he should be asked what he thinks of the price level, or the
technical situation or the next report. Keep in mind that some clients are going to
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be winners in and good students of markets and individual commodities. One
thing that should be in the back of the mind of every RR is to learn from successful clients to be able to advise other clients and perhaps, one day, to trade.
Spreads are good low-risk commission generators. They are a way to keep people
active with little risk. They can also be good money makers. They tend to appeal
to the more studious clients. Every office should have someone who is spreadconscious to furnish suggestions to other RRs.
TAX SPREADS

One much-overlooked commission generator is tax spreading. (There are numerous articles on how to; see especially Harry Jiler's in Guide to Commodity Price
Forecasting, Commodity Research Bureau, New York City.) It is possible to carry
profits from one year to the next, postponing the payment of taxes, and it is possible to convert short-term capital gains to long-term gains, saving taxes. The
postponing and minimizing of taxes is important to successful commodity traders
because the tax system is loaded against the trader. The government is a willing
partner in all profits but will share in only the first $ 1,000 loss in a particular year.
Further, past winnings on which taxes have been paid cannot be carried forward
against new losses for a tax rebate. Successful traders learn to carry profits forward as a defense against losses. It should also be kept in mind that taxes on commodity trades are assessed at the taxpayer's marginal, not average, tax rate.
Tax spreading has a special appeal over and above its real value: it is a fairly intricate game. People as inherently acquisitive as commodity traders especially like
to minimize and postpone taxes.
O N ACTIVE TRADING

Should the RR trade? One school of thought says no because he should be a dispassionate observer and adviser, and he cannot if he is involved. He is apt to limit
his attention to the commodities he trades to the detriment of his service to
clients interested in others, and to mold the trading of all his clients to his peculiar requirements and talents, when theirs may be quite different.
On the other hand, some clients prefer RRs who trade; this is especially true of
clients who want to follow advice closely. But, also, there is the thought: who is
he to advise me if he can't do it himself? The concept has validity.
On balance, these things seem to indicate that some RRs should trade and others
should not. Once the beginner has become a successful Registered Representative, he is past the need of this advice.
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